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Redirection Notice
This page will redirect to https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/help/guided-tour-around-the-user-interface.html.

User interface is not only what you see, but also what you interact with every single day of your coding. That’s why it’s
important to know exactly how it works and what benefits it provides to you to make you more productive.

1. User interface for higher productivity
By default IntelliJ IDEA shows you the navigation toolbar, tool window bars and the project view. This is the minimum set of
what you can use to navigate over the project files and developer tools.

Some of tool windows have a number in title. You can show or hide a tool window by pressing this number with Alt (Cmd for
Mac). The navigation bar can be hidden to bring more space for the editor. Later we will show you how to access it quickly via a
shortcut. The tool window bar can be also hidden by clicking the icon in the left bottom corner.

If you want to open a tool window when the tool window bar is hidden you can pressAlt(Cmdfor Mac) twice. When you hide
everything you don’t need, the IDE looks just like a text editor, a very powerful one at that. You can always maximize the
editor by pressingShift+Ctrl+F12(Shift+Cmd+F12for Mac).

2. No switching between perspectives
IntelliJ IDEA has no perspectives like other IDEs do (e.g. Eclipse). It means that you don’t need to switch between different
workspace layouts manually to do different tasks. The IDE follows your context and brings up the corresponding tools
automatically. Since there are no perspectives, the shortcuts and actions stay the same all the time.

3. Speed search
Most components in IntelliJ IDEA provide speedy search. This feature allows you to filter the list or navigate to a particular item
by using a search query. If your focus is in the project view tool window and you would like to navigate to some item without
using the mouse — just start typing its name and the IDE will do what you want.

4. Multiple windows
If you want to work with some files in a separate window, just drag the editor tab out of the window and the IDE will detach
this tab into a window. You can easily drag your tabs from one window to another.

5. Darcula color scheme
Since v12, IntelliJ IDEA provides a native darker look and feel called Darcula. You can always change your look and feel inSetti
ngsAppearanceTheme.

6. Find action by name
If you don’t know how to call a particular action, you can find it by name viaShift+Ctrl+A(Shift+Cmd+Afor Mac).
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